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DECISION and ORDER-

On September 13, 1982, Local 391  of Council 84,  AFSCME, AFL-CIO (the
Union) filed with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor
Board) a complaint alleging that the State of Connecticut Department of
Corrections (the State) had engaged and was engaging in practices prohibited
by the Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees (the Act) in
that the State, after reaching tentative agreement with the Union in
negotiations over the "impactfl of the State closing the Bachelor Officer
Quarters (BOQ) at the Somers/Enfield  Prison Complex, has since refused to
honor the agreement, thereby demonstrating a refusal to bargain in good
faith. The remedy sought is comprehensive statutory relief.

*. After the requisite preliminary steps -had been taken, the matter came'
to hear:ing  before the Board at the Labor Department building in Wethersfield
on November 21, 1983 and January 23, 1984. The parties appeared at the
hearing and were fully heard. Both parties filed written briefs which were
received on March 21 and April 5, 1984.

On the whole record before us; we make the following findings of
fact, conclusions of law, and order.
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Findings of Fact - _

1. The State is an employer within the meaning of the Act.

2. The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the
Act and has at all material times been the exclusi.ve  statutory bargaining

representative for employees in the NP-4 bargaining unit of the State
-Department of Corrections (the Department).

3. The parties have had collective bargaining agreements in effect
from July 1, 1979 through June 30, 1982 (the previous Contract) and from
July 1, 1982 to.June 30, 1985 (the current Contract).

4. The present complaint relates to a series of negotiations
resulting from our Decision No. 2013  which concerned, inter alia, the impact
on bargaining unit employees of the Department’s decision to close down the
Bachelor Officers Quarters (BOQ).

5. The BOQ was a dormitory-type facility maintained by the
Department on the grounds of the correctional institution in Enfield,
Connecticut. Bargaining unit employees were permitted to rent rooms at the
BOQ at exceptionally low rates.

6. On August 13, 1980, the Department notified the sixteen (16) NP-4
-bargaining unit employees then renting rooms at the BOQ that they could not

remain after December 31, 1980.

7. This  action was based on the Department;s  decision to convert the
BOQ to a dormitory for prisoners due to overcrowded prison conditions.

8. In response to the Department’s decision to close the BOQ, on
October 8, 1980 the Union filed the complaint which resulted in Decision No.
2013. That complaint alleged:

Employer has, unilaterally terminated without negotiation,
terms and conditions of employment, specifically closing
Bachelors Officers Quarters at Enfield,  thus violating
Section 5-272 (A)(4).

9. Decision No. 2013 was issued on March 31, 1981.

10. In that decision, we ruled that while. the State did not have to
negotiate its decision to convert the BOQ to inmate housing, it was
obligated to negotiate the impact of said decision on bargaining .unit
employees.

.
11. In accordance with Decision No. 2013, the parties engaged in the

negotiations which are the subject of the present complaint.

. 12. The first negotiating session was held on July 23, 1981, at the
Enfield  Correctional Institution from approximately 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
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13. At.this,meeting  the Union was represented by. James Burke,
Robert Upson,  Michael Ferrucci, Edward Cimino and Edmund Pliska.

14. At the time of this complaint, Burke was president of Local 391
of Council #4,  AFSCME.

15. Upson  is an employee of the Corrections Unit whose title is
Service Representative for Correctional Employees in the State. His salary
is paid half by the Union and half by the State.

16. Ferrucci is employed full time by Council 84,  AFSCME as a Union
staff representative. His duties include negotiating contracts and
supervising a service staff of eight workers. The NP-4 Corrections Unit is
one of the units for which he is responsible.

17. The State was represented at the July 23, 1981 meeting by
John Nord, Mr. Johnson, and Mr. Dixon.

18. Nord is a Labor Relations Specialist employed by the State
Department of Administrative Services‘ Office of Labor Relations. His
duties include negotiating contracts, specifically for the Corrections unit
and the State Police Unit, handling arbitrations and pre-arbitration
grievance hearings.

-_
19. At the. June 23, 1981 meeting, the parties discussed what was to

be negotiated under the term "impact."  as stated in Decision No. 2013  and who
ought to be included on the negotiating committee. -

20. The parties decided to limit negotiations to impact of the BOQ .
closing on only those bargaining unit employees at the Somers/Enfield
Correctional, Institution.

21. The parties decided to‘look into the possibility of using the
Herdsman House, a building located on the'grounds of the Enfield
Institution, as a new location for the BOQ.

22. No formal positions or proposals were exchanged at the July 23, ..:.:
1981 meeting, although the parties left with the understanding tbat.eabh,  : ,.,,'.Y.';,:  _..
would inspect the Herdsman House to determine its feasibility as a.new,..BQQ...';:?.  ,i',"'.:'. :', .(. .:' . .'<

The second meeting on BOQ negotiations was held on August 17, ~23.
1981, at the Conference Center on the Enfield  Prison compound. This meeting
lasted approximately two hours.

-.
24. At that meeting, the Union was represented by Burke, Ferrucci,

Upson  and Cimino. The State was represented by Nord and Johnson.

25. Since the July 23, 1981 meeting, both parties had had the chance
to view the Herdsman House. They agreed it was too small and too centrally
located on the prison grounds to serve as a BOQ.

26. The Union .suggested the'singer  House, a house on the grounds of
the Enfieid Institution previously occupied by Deputy Warden Singer, as
another alternative for the BOQ.
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27. No formal proposals were exchanged at ‘the August 17,
meeting.

28. Nord testified that.he  received a copy of the Union’s

1981

f irst
formal proposals concerning the BOQ on October 17, 1981 when he was in
Enfield acting as a hearing officer for grievances.

29. According to Nord, Upson  handed him a copy of the Union’s
proposals and stated: “Here’s  the proposals you have been waiting for.”

30. According to Ferrucci, the document setting forth the Union’s
proposals was drafted by the local Union leadership and forwarded to him for
submittal .’ Ferrucci placed the date of transmittal to Nord as sometime in
late August. .

31. Part I of the Union’s BOQ proposals stated:

I. 1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9:

Housing for bargaining unit members only.
All rooms secured with separate lock and key.
Assurance that in the future old B.O.Q. building is
vacated, housing quarters will revert to NP-4 unit
members as before.
Remove transportation unit from Singer house.
Remove State Police phones from Singer house.
R,enovate  Singer house to insure 8 single occupancy
rooms with closet space in each.
Renovate Herdsman house to insure 5-single occupancy
rooms with closet space in each.
All employees harmed by the move and not allowed
housing receive stipend.
If above proposals are accepted renovation proposals
will be drafted by the Union.

(Exhibit 3)

32. Parts II and III of the Union’s proposals (continued on a second
page) set forth specific renovations of both the Singer House and the

Herdsman House which the Union desired. .

33. In November of 1981, the NP-4 Unit and the State entered into the
first stage of formal contract negotiations for a successor agreement to the
1979-1982 contract.

34. Local 391, headed by Burke, was only one of three separate locals
-. in the NP-4 bargaining unit and was the only local affected by the BOQ

negotiations.

35. Because the BOQ issue only affected Burke’s local, it was not
included as a subject in the formal successor contract negotiations.

36. Ferrucci was the chief negotiator for the Union both in the
successor contract negotiations and the BOQ negotiations.
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37. According to Burke, during successor.contract  negotiations in
November and December, the BOQ was the subject of informal discussions
between the Union and the State during coffee breaks, but the issue was
essentially “on the back burner.*

30. On January 5, 1982, Nord sent a letter to Ferrucci responding to
the Union’s first .formal  proposals on the BOQ question (see FF #31,  supra).
The letter read in relevant part:

Some time ago I was presented with the Union’s position on
the matter (attached). Although, I have never responded in
writing I have formally replied orally. This letter will then
serve to confirm the oral response as well as to document action
due to the apparent lack of same since we last met formally.

For the record the response was/is as follows (relate to
attached):

Page 1 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

OK
OK
Reject
OK
OK
OK, if feasible and selected
Reject, if 116  selected required
space to accomplish #Is  4 and 5.
Reject - no monetary compensation
N/A

Page 2 II. Singer House
If selected and feasible will
accomplish.

At this point, as it has been for the past few months, I am
waiting for a formal response from the Union.

(Exhibit 4)

39. The Union responded to Nordls  letter of Janury 5, 1982 with the
following counter-proposals dated February 11, 1982:

The Union will accept the State’s  responses to 1,  2, 4, 5 & 6.
However, essential to any agreement is Union Propos.al  3 -
Assurance that in the future old BOQ building vacated, housing
quarters will revert to NP-4 Unit members as before.
If the State agrees, the Union will withdraw Numbers 7, 8 & 9
in an effort to resolve this matter.

(Exhibit 5)

40. The Union’s February 11, 1982  response was prepared by Ferrucci
at the Union’s office on the morning of February 11th during a caucus and
was delivered by hand to Nord at the State Office Building during a
negotiation session or grievance hearing that afternoon.
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41. Eerrucci also drafted a second document (Exh.  6) which stated
that the Union still wanted employees harmed by the BOQ closing to receive a
compensatory stipend. Ferrucci  test if ied that  he thought he either sent or
brought this modification to Nord. However, Nbrd testified that he never
saw or received i t  unti l  the hearing in the present case.

4 2 . After the Union’s February 11, 1982 proposal (FF8  39) (Exh.  5).
the parties continued discussions on the BOQ issue at coffee breaks during
the successor contract negotiations.

43. According to Ferrucci, the BOQ was a lingering issue that both he
and Nord wished to bring to a resolution.

44. On March 3, 1982, the Union and the State were engaged in the
first of two consecutive days of negotiations. The parties decided to spend
a portion of that first day discussing the BOQ problem.

45. On-March 3, 1982, the Union was continuing to insist on a clause
that would guarantee reversion of the old BOQ (the reversion clause) to unit _
members at any,future  time it was not used for inmate purposes (i.e. par.,#3
of Union’s February 11, 1982 proposal (Exh.  5)).  No mention was made by the
Union’of employees receiving a compensatory stipend (i.e. par. 88 of Union’s
original formal.proposal  (Exh. 3)  and  par .  816  of Union’s undelivered

proposal  in  Exh.  6)) .

46. Nord would not agree to the open ended reversion clause and no
agreement on that issue was reached at the March 3, 1982 meeting.

47. On March 16,  1982, Nord sent a letter (Exh.  5) to Ferrucci
responding to the Union’s counterproposal of February 11, 1982. In his
letter, Nord formally rejected the open-ended reversion clause, and proposed
instead a lo-year reversion period beginning on the date of the March 3,
1982 discussion. Nerd’s  March 16, 1982 letter reads in relevant part as
f o l l o w s :

The following is a documentation of the State’s position
and response to the Union’s proposal of 2/11/82:

1. The State will not agree to a blanket commitment
which carries with it the unqualified obligation,
at any time in the future, should the “oldl’ B.O.Q.
building not be used for inmate purposes, that it
would revert to housing for bargaining unit
members.

2a. The State will agree to a ten (10)  year agreement
to permit return for bargaining unit member
housing; should the building no longer be used for
inmate purposes.

b. This agreement would carry through from the date it
was offered - to March 3, 1992. Further, but with-
out  guaran.tee, if on 3/3/92 the building is still

.
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being used for inmate purposes we agree to enter
into negotiations‘for an extension of time of the
original period. Absent any agreement to the
contrary however, the agreement would expire on
313192.

Please call me if you can agree to the above and/or if you
have any questions on the subject.

(Exhibit #7)

48. Ferrucci regarded the letter as a “basis for agreement” and
shared it with Burke and Upson.

49. Burke told Ferrucci that he could not accept the State’s offer
with the IO-year limit on reversion. Nord was informed that the Union would
not accept the.proposal  with the ten year limit on reversion.

50. Afte.r  the Union’s rejection of the State’s March 16, 1982
proposal, discussions on the BOQ issue between the Union and the State
continued at coffee breaks during the successor contract negotiations.

51. Ferrucci testified that during these discussions he pressed Nerd
for a longer period than ten years. Ferrucci testified that he specifically
said to Nord:

tt . ..[S]ee if you can squeeze a little bit more out of them,
Jim Burke is having trouble with the ten-year proviso, see if
you can do something with that and I think we have got an
agreement. n

52.' Nord told Ferrucci that he
but gave Ferrucci no hope that he cou
ten years.

would check with the negotiating team,
Id  extend the reversion option beyond

53. An agreement on a successor contract was reached by the parties
after a 42-hour around-the-clock negotiating session on June 16 and 17,
1982.

54. The subject of the BOQ came up during a break in these
negot iat ions .

55. Ferrucci asked Nord if he had been able to get an extension on
the lo-year reversion. Nord told him he had not been able to and that he
should convince Burke to agree to the State’s proposal.

56. Ferrucci went over to Upson  and they decided to approach Burke
together.
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57. Ferrucci and Upson  told Burke that the State would not extend the
lo-year limit and that in order to wrap up the BOQ negotiations at the same
time as the main contract negotiations, he ought to agree to the State's
proposal.

58. Burke decided to agree with the State's proposal of a IO-year
time limit on the reversion option extending until March 3, 1992.

'

59. Ferrucci testified that he then approached Nord in the cafeteria,
bringing Burke and Upson  with him and told Nord that they agreed to the
State's last offer.

60. Ferrucci testified that he and Nord shook hands on the BOQ.
agreement and that Nord never stated he had to check with anyone on the
agreement.

61. Upson  testified that Nord seemed relieved when told that the
Union would accept the State's March offer and said, "Fine, I'll take it
from there."

62. Burke testified that during this meeting with Rord,  they also
asked Nord for October 1, 1982 as the occupancy date for the Singer house.

63. Burke testified that when he agreed with the State's proposal,
-Nerd  said, "Fine," and that Nord said he would get back to the Union on a
date for occupancy.,

.64. On the other hand, Nord testified that Burke approached him in
the parking lot during a break in the successor contract negotiations and '
said he could agree to the State's position if the internal structure of the
Singer house could be worked out and that neither Ferrucci nor Upson  was
involved in that conversation.

65. Nord also testified that Burke asked for a September 1, 1982
occupancy date of the Singer house and for the clock on the lo-year period
to start running on July 1, 1982 instead of March 3, 1982, but that
otherwise, Burke had said "We agree to everything."

66. Nord further testified that he did not shake hands with Ferrucci
and that he said to Burke that "since it was so long, and since he was
coming up with something new, he would have to check with his principals,"
meaning the Commissioner of Corrections, John Manson.

*. 67. Nord testified that he then went inside the building and related
to Ralph Castellon,.Personnel  Administrator for Corrections, the offer that
Burke had made and said to Castellon, "We are going to have to check on it."

68. Nord testified that Castellon responded that it was late at night
and it would have to wait until he got back to the office at a later date.

69. Nord himself did not check with the Commissioner, nor did he
recei.ve  any word from Castellon on the BOQ issue.
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7 0 . Unbeknown  to Nord, the Department had-decided sometime after
March 1982, to convert the Singer house into an office facility for the
prison warden.

7 1 . During July and early August 1982, there were brief inquiries by
Burke and/or Upson  to Nord about what occupancy date would be available for
the Singer house. There were also brief discussions about when the ten-year
reversion period would begin to run.

7 2 . The Union was becoming anxious that work begin on the conversion
of Singer house to BOQ and was concerned that no work had yet begun toward
that goal. .

7 3 . These.concerns  prompted Ferrucci and Upson  on August 6, 1982, to
write the following letter to Nord:

This is a follow up letter to confirm the Union's verbal agree-
ment to accept the State's last best offer regarding-the B.O.'Q.
Impact Negotiations. The Union's letter to you dated February

. 11, 1982 accepted all proposals except the time limits. regarding
unit members returning to B.O.Q. should the building no longer
be used for inmates. The State's last best offer referring to
ten (10) year time limits dated March 19, 1982 was verbally
agreed to in'June,  but because of the intense contract negotia-__.-. tions, was.not  followed up on.

The Union requests the renovation of the'singer  House begin as
soon as possible, so the occupants may be settled in 'by November
1,.1982.

(Exhibit 8)

,74. Ferrucci testified that he used November 1, 1982 as an. occupancy
d,ate  to give the State a one-month extension beyond the October 1, 1982 date
he believed had been agreed to in June 1982.

7 5 . Before Nord received Ferruc'ci's  letter of August 6, 1982, Nord
received an evening phone call from Burke in which Burke inquired as to when
the State was going to follow through on the June 1982 agreement.

7 6 . Nord informed Burke that no final agreement had been reached,
apologized for not following through on his promise to confirm whether the
Singer House was still available, and chastised.Burke  for not reminding him
to check on confirmation.

77, The following day Nord spoke with Castellon by phone, who
informed Nord that l1 . ..the Singer House was being used for some other

purpose, since the Union rejected the utilization of the house months ago.
They found other utility for it."  (Tr.  144).

7 8 . Nord then called Burke and told him what Castellon had said and
suggested that the Herdsman House was available for BOQ.
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79. Also on. August 11, 1982, Nord wrote the following letter to
Ferrucci:

This letter will confirm for you recent discussions I've  had
had with Bob Upson  and Jim Burke regarding the B.O.Q.

Last week both Jim and Bob informed me that they would
accept the offer of March 16, 1982 if the-ten (10)  year time
period could be modified and a reasonable occupancy date could
be agreed upon.

Since the Union has previously and consistently rejected
the State's  offer of that time, it seems that the Department has
found other utility for the "Singer"  building as the new office
for the warden under the Enfield  expansion program.

I am sorry but it would seem that the Union's own rejection
was the cause for the Department's decision to use the building
for other purposes. However, I have confirmed that the
llHerdsmantsll  house is available if acceptable arrangements can
be worked out.

I do hope that this ongoing negotiations can be resolved
. soon without any problems. I' .

(Exhibit 9)

80. O n August 13, 1982, Nord received Ferrucci's letter of August 6,
1982.

.
-_-.

81. O n August 13, 1982, Ferrucci received Nerd's letter of August 11,
1982. c

82. On September 13, 1982, the Union filed the present complaint.

83. When asked at the hearing by counsel for the State why he had
used the phrase "tentative agreement" in drafting the complaint, Ferrucci
testified as follows:

I don't  know whether or not that is a particularly relevant
term here, because there is no doubt in my mind that it was an
agreement. The only part that could have been conceivably
tentative, and I am trying to recall why that would be there,
was that Jim would normally report the settlement to his
leadership. There was never any tentative feeling on my part
in terms of this being an agreement between the Union and the
State of Connecticut.

‘.

Conclusions of Law

1. The Union has not met its burden of proving that an unconditional
agreement was reached with the State creating a new BOQ facility.

2. Therefore, the State cannot be found to have repudiated any
settlement.
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3. The State was shown to have bargained in bad faith by not promptly
informing the.  Union of its decision to withdraw its offer to use the Singer
House as a BOQ facility. This failure grossly misled the negotiators from
both sides so that they engaged,in  substantial fruitless bargaining
resulting in a nugatory tentative agreement to use the Singer House for BOQ
purposes.

4. The purposes of the Act require that the remedy in this case
include an order that employees be made whole for the losses they have
suffered as a result of the State’s bad faith bargaining.

Discussion

The Union’s allegation that the State refused to bargain in good faith
is based on two arguments. The first is that the parties reached an
agreement on the BOQ question but that the State subsequently reneged on
that agreement. The Union’s second argument is that even if a final
agreement was not reached, the State bargained in bad faith because it
unilaterally withdrew its proposal to settle the dispute after the Union
stated its willingness to accept that offer.

Regarding the Union’s first argument, and although.it  is a close
question, we find that the record does not establish that a final agreement

-requiring no further approval from principals was in fact made. The
negotiators for both the Union and the State obviously committed
considerable time and energy in an effort to reach an agreement on the
impact of closing the old BOQ. Unfortunately, the record presents
considerable differences between the parties regarding their recollections
of precisely what was said and to whom it was said in the.critical  June
16/17 discussions. We find these differences somewhat understandable in
light of the many meetings which took place, the informal nature of these
meetings, the distraction of the concurrent full contract negotiations,
fatigue resulting from the marathon final negotiating session, and the lapse
of time between the final meetings and the hearings in this case. As is
recounted in the lengthy findings of fact set forth above, there are simply
too many contraditions and inconsistencies in the record for us to confi-
dently conclude that the negotiators from both sides knowingly reached an
unconditional agreement resolving the BOQ dispute. The Union’s  second
argument, however, stands in a different light.

In a package of counterproposals, on January 5, 1982, the State
offered to use Singer House as a new BOQ (FF  i/38).  On February 11, 1982,
the Union offered to accept the State’s counterproposals if a reversion

-. provision acceptable to the Union were agreed upon (FF 839).  On March 3,
1982, the parties met and discussed the question of a reversion provision
(FF  #45). After that, further communications and meetings focused on the
reversion provision took place between the parties until mid-June, 1982.
It was clear throughout that period that the only substantial remaining
issue holding up resolution of the BOQ dispute was the reversion provision.
Finally, during breaks in a forty-two hour period of negotiations on a new
contract, the parties’ negotiators worked out the reversion provision with
the Union agreeing to the State’s position on that issue.
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At this point, the evidence is contradictory on whether Nord, as
chief negotiator for the State, told the Union negotiators in effect that he
wanted to obtain final approval of the agreement from his principals (i.e.
the Department of Corrections) before the agreement would be final. We are
convinced that the Union understood that a final agreement had been reached
subject to only a minor question of the precise occupancy ‘date for the new
BOQ at the Singer House. However, if Nord had in fact told Union
negotiators that he needed .to check for final approval from the Department
of Corrections, then the Union’s belief that a final agreement had been
reached at the table would be unreasonable. On this question, the Union as
the complainant has the burden of persuasion and we are unconvinced based on
the record presented that an unconditional agreement was made at the
negotiating table. However, the record is clear that in January 1982, the
State had offered Singer House as a new BOQ and that some time after March
1982, the Corrections Department decided to use the Singer House for a new
warden’s office and therefore no longer had any intention of using the
building for BOQ purposes. Yet this change in intention.with  regard to the
availability of the Singer House for BOQ purposes was not communicated to
the Union until August 1982, and not until after the Union had made.repeated

. requests for action on conversion of Singer House for BOQ purposes in
,accordance  with the agreement the Union thought had been reached. T h e
Department’s failure to informyits  own negotiators of the change in
availability of Singer House h$d  several ‘destructive effects. F i rs t ,  the
negotiators for .both parties had unknowingly been bargaining on a basis
which bore no relation to what the Department really intended to do. Thus,
substantial negotiation efforts were wholly misdirected and rendered
useless. Second, the parties lost the opportunity to avail themselves of
the strong mutual incentive to settle the BOQ negotiations at the same time
as the concurrent negotiations for a new contract, Third, the Union was
embarrased and made to look ineffectual in the eyes of its members when the
lengthy BOQ negotiations showed no result.

From the record presented, we find no basis to conclude that Nord, as
the Stateis  negotiator, intended to mislead the Union. It may be that he
should have stayed in closer touch with the Department; however, it appears
reasonable to us that he would have considered the Department’s willingness
to use the Singer House for BOQ purposes as continuing until he was informed
to the contrary. What we totally fail .to understand and what is most
offensive to the bargaining process is that the Department undoubtedly had
authorized Nord to offer the Singer House , knew that he had offered it, and
knew that negotiations on the subject were ongoing. Yet, in the face of
that knowledge, and without informing its chief negotiator, the Department
decided to use the Singer House for a warden’s office. To put it mildly,
the Department’s approach showed incredible disregard for the collective
bargaining process. The Department’s actions were wholly inconsistent with
the duty to bargain in good faith and constitute a violation of the Act.
See, e.g. Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. v. NLRB, 659 F.2d 87, 108 LRRM 2454
(1981); Mead Corp. v. NLRB, 697 F.2d 1013, 112 LRRM 2797  (1983); NLRB v.
Holmes Tuttle Broadway Ford, 465 F.2d 717, 81 LRRM 2036 (CA 9 1972); Town of- -
Norwich, Decision No. 790 (1968);  Town of Windsor, Decision No. 891  (1969);
Town of Coventry, Decision No, 1289 (1975). Moreover, the nature of the
Department’s actions and the effects of those actions cannot be shielded by
the probable comparative innocence of Nord.
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The question of remedy is problematic. We do not believe it
appropriate to order that the State implement the terms of the agreement
which the Union believed to have been reached. As we have said, we are not
persuaded that a wholly unconditional agreement had been reached. However,
we believe that the record supports the conclusion that it is more likely
than not that an agreement would have been reached but for the Department’s
failure to bargain in good faith. Unfortunately, the Department’s actions
destroyed all probability of an agreement. Now, because of the Department’s
actions, the parties must begin anew, having lost considerable time during
which bargaining unit members have been without a BOQ facility or any sort
of acceptable compensation.

When a violation of the Act has been found, we are charged with
fashioning a remedy which effectuates the purposes of the Act. In the
present case it is clear that something more than a mere cease and desist
order is required, To effectuate the purposes of the Act in this case, it
is necessary to include in the order some appropriate form of compensation
to make whole employees for the loss they have incurred and which they
continue to incur as a result of the State’s failure to bargain in good
f a i t h . Inclusion of make whole relief in our order. is necessary not only to
compensate employees for their loss, but  also to create incentive for  the‘
Department to take seriously its obligation to make good faith efforts to
reach an agreement. See, e.g., Town of Guilford, Decision No. 1715-B (1980) -
affirmed in Town of Guilford, et al v. Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations,  et  al , Dk. No. 187676 Superior Court, Judicial District of New
Haven at New Haven (September 30, 1981)  Hadden,  J.

The BOQ benefit is valuable to employees in two ways. First, the
cost of such housing for the employee would in most instances be consider-
ably less than what must be paid in the general housing market. Second,
because BOQ housing would be at the worksite, commuting expenses are
reduced. To make those employees who were denied BOQ housing whole requires
that they.be compensated for the difference between what they would have
paid for BOQ housing and what they actually paid for housing,* as well as
payment of commuting expenses necessitated by a lack of BOQ housing. This
compensation is to be paid retroactive to November 1, 1982 and shall
continue until the parties reach agreement or final impasse in renewed
negotiations on the impacts of closing the former BOQ housing. This make
whole remedy is limited to a maximum of eight employees per day because that
was the number of single occupancy rooms which.was  discussed in the
negotiations. The determination of which employees shall receive this
compensation shall be determined by the State and the Union applying
whatever criteria was formerly applied to determine who would have received
BOQ housing when such housing was available. Commuting expenses for
employees using their personal vehicles should be determined on a mileage
basis using whatever mileage reimbursement rate is included in the parties’
collective bargaining agreement. For those employees who used public
transportation, reimbursement should be at the actual cost expended by the
employees for such transportation.

* Of  course , ‘if for some reason an employee who would have had BOQ housing
had obtained free housing or housing which cost less than BOQ housing, there
would be no. such loss incurred by such employee. .
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ORDER -

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut
State Board of Labor Relations by the Act Concerning Collective.Bargaining
for State Employees, it is hereby

ORDERED, that the State . -

I. Cease and desist from failing to bargain in good faith on the
impacts of closing the former BOQ facility.

II. Take the following affirmative action which the Board finds will
effectuate the policies of the Act:

(a) Commence immediate good faith negotiations with the Union
over the impacts of the closing of the former BOQ facility;

(b)  Until agreement or final impasse is reached in such nego-
tiations, pay compensation for housing costs and commuting expenses
in accordance with this decision to employees (to.  a maximum of eight
(8)  per day) who would have in fact used BOQ facilities;

(c)  Retroactive to November 1982, pay compensation for housing
costs and commuting expenses in accordance with this decision to

: employees.(to  a maximum of eight (8)  per day) who would have used BOQ
facilities.

.
(d)  Post immediately and leave posted for a period of sixty

(60)  consecutive days from the date of posting, in a conspicuous
place where the employees customarily assemble, a copy of this
Decision and Order in its entirety; and

(e)  Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Reltions at its
office in the Labor Department, 200 Folly Brook Boulevard,
Methersfield, Connecticut, within thirty (30)  days of the receipt of
this Decision and Order, of the steps taken by the State of '
Connecticut to comply therewith. .

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS '

BY s/ Victor M,  Ferrante
Victor M.  Ferrante, Chairman

l  .

s/ Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low

Mr. Stroble approved the draft of this
decision, but passed away before signing,

Kenneth A. Stroble
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